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Edgar Degas (1834-1917)

Self Portrait, possibly 1857, National Gallery of Art, 
Rosenwald Collection 

“It is essential to do the same 
subject over and over again, ten 
times, a hundred times.” 

Edgar Degas



Four Dancers, 1899, National 
Gallery of Art, Chester Dale 
Collection

The Dance Lesson, c. 1879, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon 

The Ballet



Scene from the Steeplechase: The Fallen Jockey, 1866, 
reworked 1880-1881 and c. 1897, National Gallery of 
Art, Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon 

Horses

The Races, 1871-72, National Gallery of Art, 
Widener Collection and Horses in a Meadow, 1871, 
National Gallery of Art, Chester Dale Fund



Woman Ironing, c. 1876 – c. 1887, National Gallery 
of Art, Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon 

Edmondo and Thérèse Morbilli, 1865, National Gallery 
of Art, Chester Dale Collection

From ordinary people to society portraits



Three Dancers Resting, c. 1880, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon 

Ballet Dancers, c. 1877, National Gallery 
of Art, Ailsa Mellon Bruce Collection 

Pastels



Arabesque over the Right Leg, Left Arm in Front,c. 
1885/1890, National Gallery of Art, Collection of Mr. 
and Mrs. Paul Mellon

Horse Galloping on the Right Foot, late 1880s, 
National Gallery of Art, Collection of Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Mellon

Sculpture

“I think with my hands.”
Edgar Degas



Dancer Adjusting the Shoulder Strap of Her 
Bodice, 1880s/1890s, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon

Dancer Adjusting the Shoulder Strap of Her 
Bodice, radiograph



Dancer Holding Her Right Foot in Her Right Hand, 
possibly 1900/1911, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon

Dancer Holding Her Right Foot in Her Right Hand, 
radiograph, profile view



Dancer Fastening the String of her Tights, 
1885/1890, National Gallery of Art, Collection of 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon

Dancer Fastening the String of her Tights, 
radiograph 



Horse Balking (Horse Clearing an Obstacle), 1880s, 
National Gallery of Art, Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Mellon

Horse Balking (Horse Clearing an Obstacle), 
radiograph



Little Dancer Aged Fourteen, 1878-1881, pigmented 
beeswax, clay, metal armature, rope, paintbrushes, 
human hair, silk and linen ribbon, cotton and silk tutu, 
linen slippers, on wooden base, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon  

Spanish Dance, 1880a, dark green wax, 
National Gallery of Art, Collection of Mr. and 
Mrs. Paul Mellon  

Little Dancer Aged Fourteen
1878-1881





Radiograph 
Schematic diagram of Little Dancer Aged 
Fourteen. Illustration by Julia Sybalsky 
and Abigail Mack, 2007

Little Dancer: From the inside out



Bronze Casts

Horse Galloping on the Right Foot, late 1880s, 
brown wax and cork, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon

Horse Walking, original wax possibly early 1870s, cast c. 
1920/1921, bronze, National Gallery of Art, Collection of 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon



Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904)
The Horse in Motion

Eadweard Muybridge, Animal Locomotion: An Electro-Photographic Investigation of Consecutive Phases of Animal 
Movements, 1872-1885



Eadweard Muybridge, Dancing Girl – A Pirouette, 1887 from The Human Figure in Motion



Grande Arabesque, Second Time 
(Arabesque on the Right), c. 
1885/1890, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Mellon

Arabesque over the Right Leg, Right 
Hand near the Ground, Left Arm 
Outstretched (First Arabesque Penchée), 
c. 1885/1890, National Gallery of Art, 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon

Arabesque

Grande Arabesque, 
First Time , c. 
1885/1890, 
National Gallery of 
Art, Collection of 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Mellon



MATERIALS
• Armatures (F2 8-inch armatures or FA-3 12 inch, FA-4 15 inch)
• Armature Wire
• Wire Cutters
• Clay (4 lb Claystone)
• Sculpture Tools
• Cups of water
Most of the materials are sourced from Sculpture House 

(https://www.sculpturehouse.com)

Studio Objective:
Students will be able to create a figure in motion 

from the inside out using clay and a wire armature

https://www.sculpturehouse.com/
http://www.sculpturehouse.com/p-436-claystone-self-hardening-clay-4-lbs-red.aspx
https://www.sculpturehouse.com/p-421-acacia-wood-8-inch-tools-set-of-6-tools.aspx
https://www.sculpturehouse.com/p-134-armature-wire-18-by-20.aspx
https://www.sculpturehouse.com/p-92-figure-armature-8.aspx


Step 1: Plan the inside 
(the skeleton)

• After discussing Degas, his work 
and artistic process, ask 
students: What action or 
movement do you want to 
represent? 

• Individually or in pairs, students 
will discuss and decide on a 
“freeze-frame” pose for the 
figure’s action.

• Students will bend and twist the 
wire armature into that pose.

Tips: Add additional wire to areas where 
volume is required. The arms are long 
so they can be bent and twisted to 
make shoulders.



Step 2: Build it up 
(the additive process)

• Students will add chunks of clay 
to the wire armature, focusing on 
making the general shape of the 
figure.

• Students will start the figure by 
putting clay in center of body, 
then move outwards to the head, 
hands, or feet.

Tip: Knead the clay to make it softer and 
easier to model.

Remind Students to turn their 
sculpture around while they 
work.



Step 3: Pare it down
(the subtractive process)

• Students will remove clay to 
refine the shape of the figure.  

• Students will experiment with 
their fingers or tools to create 
textures on the surface of the 
sculpture.

Tip: Dip your fingers and tools in water to 
smooth the surface of the clay.



Reflection

Ask Students: What was challenging or surprising 
about sculpting a figure in motion?



Content Delivery and Step 1 should take one to two class periods 
depending on the amount of content covered.  (45 minutes to 90 
minutes)

Step 2 and 3 should take one or two class periods. Both steps 
need to be  completed at the same time as the clay is air-drying.   
(one hour for 8 to 11 year olds, two hours for older students)

Timing











Grade Level: Elementary – High School (with modifications)
Medium: Clay and Wire Armature
Suggested Time: 2 hours for younger students; 2-3 hours for high school students
Instructional Objectives: 
• Students will observe and discuss the human figure in motion through close observation and discussion of Edgar Degas’ sculpture, 
and/or Eadweard Muybridge’s photography. 
• Students will be able to sculpt a figure in motion using clay and a wire armature.

Materials and Equipment:
Armatures (F2 8-inch armatures or FA-3 12 inch, FA-4 15 inch)
Armature Wire
Wire Cutters
Clay (4lb Claystone)
Sculpture Tools
Cups of water

Vocabulary: armature, freeze frame, additive, subtractive

Aesthetic Question: How does a sculptor capture the human body in motion? 

Reflection Criteria: instructions/steps followed; class participation; design, craftsmanship, attention to detail; creativity/originality; 
effort; respect for materials and time management

Modifications: 
Depending on the amount of time available and the age of the participants, modify the length of content taught about Edgar Degas. 
The lesson can also be taught without including the information about Eadweard Muybridge.  

National Visual Arts Content Standards
Grades K-12 
1. Understanding and applying media, techniques, and processes
5. Reflecting upon and assessing the characteristics and merits of their works and the works of others

Balancing Act Lesson Plan



Anticipatory Set (Introduction of Content):

The teacher will introduce Degas, his biography, artistic process, and examples of his work.  Introduce the conservation X-rays to explain the 
concept of an armature and “building from the inside out.” Discuss the work of Eadweard Muybridge to explain the concept of a “freeze frame.” 

Say: Today’s lesson will focus on Edgar Degas the sculptor. 

Degas was born in 1834 and lived most of his life in Paris; the growing city, it’s people and activities, inspired his work. Degas was largely self-taught, 
although he took drawing classes and studied art at the Louvre. He died in 1917 at age 83, he had a very long career and made thousands of works 
of art. He exhibited with the Impressionist painters Claude Monet and August Renoir, and gained fame in his lifetime as a painter of modern life. 

A famous painter and draftsman, Edgar Degas was also a sculptor—and this is one of the most interesting, puzzling, and least understood parts of 
his career. Degas made wax and plastilene sculptures for about 50 years of his career (we think several hundred sculptures), but he never exhibited 
them or sold them—he kept them to himself in his studio.  Except for a few close friends, most people never knew that the famous painter Degas was 
also a sculptor. We do not know for sure why he made these, but some people think that they were studies—essentially 3-dimensional sketches—
and they helped Degas understand the body, movements, poses, and proportions. Degas even said, “I think with my hands.” Degas liked using wax 
and plastilene because  together they created a material that was malleable. He could constantly change, revise, rework and even destroy and start 
over his sculptures. Degas liked to experiment. He never used bronze or a hard metal because he thought they were too permanent. Degas was 
interested how an artist could show motion and movement —to convey a sense of lightness, energy, and movement in space.

There are lots of different ways to make sculpture: carving, casting, stacking/building, modeling. Edgar Degas was a modeler. He built his sculptures 
from the inside out (not from the bottom up, or from the outside in)—and thanks to the conservation department at the National Gallery of Art, we 
can look “inside” these sculptures. These x-rays show us the metal armatures, wire, and other objects from the studio that Degas used to bulk up the 
insides to support the sculpture—corks, rags, paintbrushes, matches, rope, nails.  [Show comparison images of sculptures and x-ray imaging]

Degas’ was interested in motion, in capturing the movement of dancers and horses.  He was inspired by the Englishman Eadweard Muybridge, who 
was working in the 1870s and 1880s, when photography was relatively new.  Muybridge pioneered stop-motion photographs that show people and 
animals in motion.  This was the first time that people saw “freeze-frame” images of something in motion, and many artists studied the “freeze 
frame” photographs to understand how things move, in order to make their art more realistic. The images broke down the movements of animals 
and people in a way that the human eye cannot see without help. The camera changed the way people saw the world around them. [Show images 
of Muybridge’s photography]

When Degas worked on his wax sculptures, he was really thinking of them as a moment frozen in time—a “freeze-frame”of an action captured in 
time. A great example of this is Degas’ arabesques or horse sculptures.  

Balancing Act Lesson Plan



Statement of Objectives: Ask students to “think with their hands” and make a 3-D “sketch” with clay. Tell them their objective is to learn how 
to sculpt a figure in motion using clay and a wire armature.

Demonstration and Input:
The teacher will explain the armature/clay activity using the following instructions and/or the provided Powerpoint. Pass out armatures, one per 
person. Next, pass out clay (one box per two students). Make trays of sculpture tools, small cups for water and paper towel accessible to 
students.  

Say: Like Degas, we are going to first think about motion and movement and try to capture that in clay. Second, we are going to build a sculpture 
from the inside-out.  

Step 1 Plan the Inside
Ask Students:  What movement is the figure doing? Individually or in pairs, students will discuss and decide on a “freeze-frame” pose for the 
figure’s action. Students will bend and twist the wire armature into that pose.
Tips: Tell students to add additional wire to areas where volume is required. The arms are long so they can be bent and twisted to make 
shoulders.

Step 2 Build it up (the Additive Process)
Students will add chunks of clay to the wire armature, focusing on making the general shape of the figure. Students will start the figure by 
putting clay in center of body, then move outwards to the head, hands, or feet.  Knead the clay to make it softer and easier to model Knead the 
clay to make it softer and easier to model.

Step 3 Pare it Down (the Subtractive Process)
Students will remove clay to refine the shape of the figure.  Students will experiment with their fingers or tools to create textures on the surface 
of the sculpture. Tip for Students: Dip your fingers and tools in water to smooth the surface of the clay.

Remind Students to turn their sculpture around while they work. Note: make sure to tell students that clay is a temporary material and since 
these will not be fired (they can’t fire a metal armature!), they will crack when they dry.
At-Work: Teacher and assistants will walk around room, providing tips, reinforcing concepts, and answering questions.

Closure/Reflection:  Ask students: “What was challenging or surprising about sculpting a figure in motion? [Use reflection criteria as 
appropriate, Students can be evaluated on instructions/steps followed; class participation; design, craftsmanship, attention to detail; 
creativity/originality;  effort; and/or respect for materials and time management

Balancing Act Lesson Plan
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Children’s Books

Bijou, Bonbon, & Beau: The Kittens Who Danced for Degas by Joan Sweeney, illustrated by Leslie Wu. For ages 4 and up

Degas and the Dance By Susan Goldman Rubin. For ages 8 and up

Degas and the Little Dancer by Laurence Anholt

Degas and the Painted Gesture by Jacqueline Loumaye

Edgar Degas by Mike Venezia

First Impressions: Edgar Degas by Susan E. Meyer

Marie in Fourth Position: The Story of Degas’ “Little Dancer” by Amy Littlesugar, illustrated by Ian Schoenherr

Meet Edgar Degas by Anne Newlands

The Life and Works of Degas by Douglas Mannering

What Makes a Degas a Degas? By Richard Mühlberger



Additional Resources

• The Dance Lesson Online Tour: 
http://www.nga.gov/feature/artnation/degas/index.shtm

• NGA Images: https://images.nga.gov/

• NGA Classroom: http://www.nga.gov/education/classroom/

http://www.nga.gov/feature/artnation/degas/index.shtm
https://images.nga.gov/
http://www.nga.gov/education/classroom/


National Gallery of Art, Washington
Division of Education

www.nga.gov

Nathalie Ryan
Senior Educator, Manager of Family and Teen Programs

n-ryan@nga.gov

Emily Lazaro
Museum Educator, Coordinator or Family Workshop

e-lazaro@nga.gov
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